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Low-Temperature Crystallisation of Heusler Alloy Films with Perpendicular

Magnetic Anisotropy

William Frosta,∗, Marjan Samiepoura,, Atsufumi Hirohataa,

aDepartment of Electronic Engineering, University of York, Heslington, YO10 5DD, UK

Abstract

We demonstrate that perpendicular anisotropy can be induced in Co2FeAl0.5Si0.5 by depositing the Heusler alloy on a
tungsten seed layer. This is increased by elevating the deposition temperature to a moderate value up to 335K. These
perpendicular layers can be implemented into GMR devices, showing layer-thickness dependent switching without the use
of an antiferromagnetic pinning-layer. These layers can be implemented into the manufacturing process of read-heads,
where temperatures are limited.
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1. Introduction

Spintronic devices represent the most promising avenue
for improved densities and functionality in information
storage and hardware [1–3]. Heusler alloy based spintronic
devices are a popular avenue for research to further record-
ing densities above 2TB/in2 magnetic recording; for mag-
netic random-access memory (MRAM) [2] and for spin-
torque oscillators [4] due to desirable properties such as
high saturation magnetisations (MS >1200 emu/cm3), high
Curie temperatures (TC >800K) and predicted 100% spin
polarisations [4–10]. However optimised growth of the
Heusler alloys often requires a very specific and prohibitive
set of conditions. For the most effective Heusler alloy giant
magnetoresistance (GMR) and tunnelling magnetoresis-
tance (TMR) devices, deposition slowly and epitaxially by
methods such as molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) is used.
Additionally the substrates used are often expensive MgO
or sapphire single crystals [11]. Finally the structures are
annealed at high temperatures up to 800K for times mea-
sured in hours [5, 12]. However, significant progress has
been made using ultra-high vacuum (UHV) sputtering pro-
cesses, but the limitations of annealing still often apply.
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This combination of prerequisites for an effective device
prevent Heusler alloys from being technologically compet-
itive at this time. This is especially prevalent in structures
where perpendicular anisotropy is induced, whereby the
tunnelling MgO barrier must be crystallised.

A lower temperature for the annealing or deposition
of Heusler alloys with perpendicular anisotropy would be
more efficient and protect other elements in device struc-
tures. Commercial devices often have an upper limit of
600K with regards to annealing temperature [13]. Addi-
tionally lower temperatures prevent the diffusion and in-
termixing in multilayer devices. Previous work has shown
that W seed layers induce a strong perpendicular anisotropy
in Heusler alloy layers, massively increased by heating
the substrate before deposition [14]. In this work sys-
tematic preheating of Si/SiO2 substrates at temperatures
between 292K to 350K has been utilised to crystallise
Co2FeAl0.5Si0.5 while maintaining perpendicular anisotropy,
where the heat is applied for <10min. This is extremely
short compared to the typical annealing times required in
general growth of Heusler alloys.

2. Experimental Procedures

All samples were deposited on Si (001) substrates using
a PlasmaQuest High Target Utilisation Sputtering system
(HiTUS) with a bias voltage of −900V and a process pres-
sure of 1.86mTorr in order to maximise grain volume [15].
Prior to deposition the native SiO2 layer was removed by
exposure to the plasma. Initial samples had the substrate
exposed to a heat source for a time of 0 s to 120 s before
sputtering to preheat the samples, corresponding to sub-
strate temperatures TS of 292K to 335K. Pre-deposition
heat treatment varies from post annealing in that it is
a two-dimensional (2-D) growth process. In traditional
annealing the grains must crystallise in three dimensions
simultaneously which necessitates high temperatures and
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exposure time to provide the energy required for crystalli-
sation. Contrastingly preheating only increases the surface
energy of the grains upon deposition. This allows for a
greater surface movement which in turn allows for greater
crystallisation which takes place layer by layer during the
sputtering process. As such this can be described as a
2-D process requiring lower temperatures and times than
post-annealing.

GMR-style multilayers were deposited with the struc-
ture Si(001)//W (10 nm)/Co2FeAl0.5Si0.5 (12.5 nm)/W
(1.2 nm)/Co2FeAl0.5Si0.5(2.5 nm)/Ru (3 nm) where the
two Heusler alloy layers are a ”pinned” and ”free” layer
due to coercivity differences. The W layer was then re-
placed with silver for better layer separation and for the
good band matching with Heusler alloys. The samples
were magnetically characterised using ADE Model 10 and
Lakeshore 7300 vibrating sample magnetometers (VSM)
with a sensitivity of 1× 10−6 emu and a field precision of
1Oe. The sample mounts are rotational allowing for mea-
surement both in-plane and out-of-plane. For crystallo-
graphic analysis a Rigaku SmartLab X-ray diffractometer
(XRD) was used with a rotating 9 kW Cu-Kα source. A
6-axis goniometer was used to measure samples in both
in-plane and out-of-plane geometries.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 1a shows the θ-2θ scans for the samples struc-
tures described in section 2 with increasing TS . The (220)
peak of Co2FeAl0.5Si0.5 at ∼45◦ is seen to gradually in-
crease in intensity as the crystallisation increases with tem-
perature, with the relative intensity doubling from the low-
est to highest deposition temperature. The 2θ position is
close to that of the bulk, as indicated in the figure, and
does not shift with increased crystallisation. The tungsten
peak at ∼40◦ shows dramatic increase in the relative inten-
sity with a five-fold increase with increasing temperature.
This indicates a dramatic increase in crystallisation which
is also coupled with a phase transition from β-W to α-W
followed by a relaxation towards the bulk location. The
lattice constants and associated strains that were induced
are shown in fig. 1b where the strain increases in the β-
W phase, goes through a mixed phase at TS = 303K and
transition into a strained α-W, with a strain value of of
0.8%.

The shift in the 2θ position of the W {110} reflection
is not seen in equivalent in-plane 2θχ measurements. The
W layer at low temperatures is being deposited with a
distortion tetragonally out-of-plane, before relaxing with
the application of heat. The increased deposition energy
provided by a higher TS allows for the tungsten lattice
to relax to a bulk-like state. The size dependence of the
crystallites can be determined using the Scherrer analysis
of the two layers [16]. In the tungsten layer there is al-
most a twofold in the crystallite size from (5.4± 0.2) nm
to (9.2± 0.1) nm with increasing TS , following the trend
of the crystallinity. Increased substrate temperature, and
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Figure 1: (a) θ-2θ scans for samples with increasing preheating tem-
perature and (b) the calculated lattice parameters and strain in the
W lattice, with a phase transition from β-W to α-W.

therefore deposition energy, increases the mobility of inci-
dent ablated material. This in turn leads to an increased
grain size as the mobile atoms cluster, resulting in fewer
individual nucleation events for grain growth. As such
the grain size in the material increases with TS . Similarly
in the Co2FeAl0.5Si0.5 layer there is a change from nano-
crystalline or amorphous layer to a crystalline material
with a crystallite size of (7.9± 0.1) nm as TS increases.
This change in crystallisation in the Heusler alloy layer
has a significant effect on the magnetic properties of the
samples.

Figure 2a shows the out-of-plane M-H loops for the
samples. Firstly it is important to note that no antifer-
romagnetic coupling is achieved between the two layers
regardless of TS . Furthermore there is no evidence of layer
dependent switching as would be expected from the two
layer thicknesses [14]. There is a change in the magneti-
sation reversal process with increasing TS , however. For
the samples deposited above 300K there is a large increase
in HC due to significant pinning strength up to to 1 kOe.
This inhibits the domain rotation and domain wall motion
until a nucleation field is reached, increasing with TS . This
increase is due to the increase in the grain size with the
increasing deposition temperature. Furthermore the in-
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crease in the nucleation field Hn could be due to changes
in the interfacial properties.

The nucleation events in a granular thin film with small,
single domain particles will occur at the edges of the film.
The increase in the coercivity and Hn is therefore directly
controlled by the anisotropy energy EK

EK = KV (1)

where K is the anisotropy constant and V is the volume
of the grain. Therefore as TS increases the grain size, Hn

will increase in order to overcome the anisotropy energy
in the system. However in a granular material the grain
volume is not indicative of the magnetic volume due to
intergranular exchange coupling. This intergranular ex-
change coupling prevents the determination of K using
the coherent rotation model on a hard-axis loop, as there
is a non-zero coercivity both in- and out-of-plane asshown
in fig. 2b. The shape of the in -plane hysteresis loop mim-
ics that of the out-of-plane but with a reduced coercivity.
The anisotropy in the films is therefore mixed and K must
therefore be determined by methods such as ferromagnetic
resonance (FMR).

Figure 2c shows an effective direct current demagneti-
sation (DCD) curve for the sample deposited at TS =
335K. A DCD curve is a measurement whereby the ir-
reversible susceptibility of a sample can be determined,
that is, the amount of magnetisation reversal which is not
undone by removal of an applied field. Starting from a
saturated state, increasingly large negative fields are ap-
plied and removed. The value of the remanence after each
field is related to the irreversible component of the mag-
netisation [17]. The magnetisation of a body in a negative
applied field is also time dependent, as thermal activation
seeks to reverse all the magnetisation towards the equilib-
rium state at saturation [18]. This follows a logarithmic
law where a field dependent coefficient describes the rate of
magnetisation reversal at any given negative field. When
combined with a DCD curve an activation volume can be
determined for a film, as described below.

Due to the unquantifiable demagnetising field, Hd, the
DCD curve can only be regarded as an effective one, not
intrinsic as the remanence will be measured at a non-zero
field [19]. However by taking the value for the irreversible
susceptibility, χirrev, and a time-dependence coefficient,
S(H), at the remanent coercivity Hd can be ignored as
the stray field from the sample is zero and a value for the
activation volume Va can be determined using

Va =
kT

HfMS

(2)

where kT is the thermal energy and Hf is the fluctuation
field [20–22]. Hf is determined from the DCD and time
dependence analysis using

Hf =
S(H)

χirrev(H)
(3)
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Figure 2: (a) Out-of-plane M-H loops for W/Co2FeAl0.5Si0.5 mul-
tilayers deposited with increasing substrate temperature TS ; (b) the
comparison of in- and out-of-plane MH -curves and (c) the DCD
curve for the film deposited at 335K.
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From fig. 2c the diameter of the activation volume, Da,
is found to be (31± 2) nm. This is four times the crystal-
lite diameter of 7.9 nm and is therefore direct evidence for
the presence of strong intergranular exchange coupling in
the film. Because of this strong intergranular exchange it
is not surprising that a large portion of the magnetisation
reversal occurs via nucleation.

In fig. 2c the DCD curve also closely follows the path
of the M-H loop and as such the susceptibility of the film
is almost entirely irreversible. This shows that there is a
strong set of pinning sites in the film contributing to the
coercivity and to the curvature of the M-H loop. This also
increases the effective anisotropy for eq. (1), increasing Hn

for the sample due to a higher energy barrier to reversal.
Silver has one of the best energy level matches to mag-

netic Heusler alloys for optimised GMR performance [11,
23]. Therefore to maximise any potential GMR the tung-
sten spacer layer has been replaced with one of silver, with
thicknesses 3 nm and 5 nm.The samples were deposited at
TS = 335K in order to maximise the coercivity difference
between the two layers. Figure 3a shows the out-of-plane
M-H loops for the two samples with silver spacer-layers.
Both samples maintain perpendicular anisotropy despite
the lack of a tungsten interface while showing a layer-
thickness dependent switch, but with significantly different
reversals.

The reversal in the sample with the 3 nm non-magnetic
spacer-layer is more appropriate for device application for
two reasons. Firstly the loop squareness, S, is 50% greater
in this sample than the 5 nm spacer-layer, with values of
S3nm = 0.75 and S5nm = 0.5 respectively. Secondly there
is a significant domain rotational component of magneti-
sation reversal in the sample with a 5 nm spacer, which
is indistinguishable between the two layers. This rotation
means that no true antiparallel (AP) state is ever reached,
further shown by the fact that the nucleation reversal takes
place when the net magnetisation is negative. Therefore
any GMR demonstrated in a device would be low and a
3 nm spacer-layer is more appropriate. However once more
no AP coupling was achieved, the two coercivities are sim-
ply due to different anisotropies and pinning strengths in
the two layers. In the film with a 5 nm spacer layer it is
also possible that the perpendicular anisotropy has been
reduced by the thicker spacer layer, resulting in two very
distinct switching behaviours.

This set of optimised structure and deposition condi-
tions was then used to fabricate nanopillar devices. The
pillars were elliptical with sizes ranging from 1µm by 0.5 µm
to 150 nm by 100 nm. The MR-curve for the 1 µm by
0.5 µm pillar is shown in fig. 3b, with the field applied out-
of-plane to the sample and measured at room temperature
(RT). The magnetisation rotation and reversal to the AP
state shown by the increase in resistivity to a maximum
at 500Oe agree with the magnetisation curves in fig. 3a,
where the AP alignment is present. However, while the
AP state is broad in the MH -loop, 500Oe to 1000Oe, the
MR-curve has a sharp transition and the AP state is not
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Figure 3: (a) Out-of-plane M-H loops for W/Co2FeAl0.5Si0.5/Ag
multilayers deposited at TS=335K and (b) the corresponding MR-
curve for a pillar with dimensions (1000 x 500) nm2.
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maintained at all. This is due to a decrease in Hn in the
devices compared to the film. Edge damage to the pillars
creates many imperfections, increasing the demagnetising
field at device edges, reducing the switching field.

The observed GMR, however, is small with a value of
only 0.03%. This is partially due to the rotation seen in
fig. 3a; while there is a layer thickness dependent switch,
due to magnetisation rotation in the layers there is never
a true AP state. Furthermore the saturation magneti-
sation of the layers is significantly lower than the bulk
MS , 600 emu/cm3 compared to 1200 emu/cm3. This lower
value may decrease the magnitude of the GMR. Addition-
ally distributions of the crystallisation of the Heusler alloy,
especially at interfaces, will reduce the spin polarisation
from the bulk value, further reducing GMR. From MS , we
attribute the reduction of around 50% when compared to
the bulk, which can be improved by further optimisation.
It is therefore likely that only partial crystallisation of the
Heusler alloy is achieved. Furthermore sample damage due
to milling and patterning may further reduce MS at device
edges, further decreasing the GMR ratio.

4. Conclusions

We have shown that perpendicular anisotropy in the
Heusler alloy Co2FeAl0.5Si0.5 can be induced using low-
temperature deposition and a tungsten seed layer. Increas-
ing the substrate temperature up to 335K improves the
crystallisation of the seed and magnetic layers as well as
the anisotropy. However the crystallisation is still incom-
plete, with values of MS and spin-polarisation below that
of the bulk. These layers can be implemented into GMR
devices by using a 3 nm silver spacer layer and a GMR ra-
tio of 0.03% is observed at RT. Layer-thickness dependent
switching is observed and spin-valve behaviour is obtained
without the use of a pinning, antiferromagnetic layer.
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